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Let’s Start 
With An 
Analogy...

Story writing is a lot like story telling.

...There are characters

...They want something

...They have unique reasons why



User Story 
Canonical 
Form

As a <persona> ...is a character.

I want <action> ...is what the character wants. 

So that <value> ...is why the character wants it.



Is this a 
good user 
story?

“As a user, I want to storm the castle.”



Good 
Stories 
Need 
Context 

Why is <someone> breaking into this castle?



Good 
Stories 
Need 
Context 

“As a user, I want to storm the castle” could result in 
building a solution that:

- Hurts Buttercup
- Kills the 6-fingered man (before Inigo says…)
- Doesn’t give Fezzik a chance to help

...because we didn’t state WHO or WHY.



Better 
Examples

“As Inigo, I want to harm the 6-fingered man, so that 
I can avenge my father’s death ironically and 
dramatically”

“As Wesley, I want to get past lots of castle guards 
quickly so that I can rescue Buttercup before she 
has to marry Prince Humperdinck”



Go back 
to the 
beginning…

Impact Mapping

1. Why are we building this software?
2. Who is going to use it?
3. How is it going to be used?
4. What are we going to build for them?



Impact 
Mapping
In Practice



Develop 
Your 
Characters 
With 
Personas

Good stories have well-developed characters that 
we can identify with on some level. Identifying with 
characters helps us to understand their 
motivations, which results in better solutions.

“Prince Humperdinck is a 38-year 
old spoiled son of a senile king. 
He loves torture, starting wars, 
hunting wildlife, and wearing 
velvet. He will occasionally use 
his iPhone’s GPS to track falcons 
on cloudy days but on clear days 
prefers more traditional methods, 
like using a spyglass.”



Plan Your 
Character’s 
Story with 
Story 
Mapping

1. Identify one persona (WHO from Impact Mapping)
2. Understand their main goal (HOW from Impact 

Mapping)
3. Write that persona’s high level activities on cards 

or stickies - think about how this application can 
make the user’s life better!

4. Group those activities logically under categories
5. Break activities down (ex. “Search” becomes 

“Search by keyword” “Search by number”)
6. Identify candidates for a first release



Story Map 
Example



User Story 
Best 
Practice

Three C’s: Card, Conversation, Confirmation

INVEST:

Independent

Negotiable

Valuable

Estimable

Small

Testable



In Closing... Do start with the WHY

Do spend the time practicing and improving

Do ask coaches for story writing help

Do attend a story writing workshop where we will 
have more hands-on opportunities to practice and 
learn!


